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Abstract The present paper introduces a stepping horizon approach to optimisation problems whereby data can be considered static within a limited
time horizon. This implies that problem instances need to be solved at certain
moments in time, while imposing constraints on the subsequent period’s instance. Nurse rostering can be identified as an optimisation problem for which
a stepping horizon approach is recommended, whereas a static approach is
suitable for academic algorithm development objectives.
In order to support this claim, the paper focuses on the sprint instances
from the 2010 Nurse Rostering Competition. These instances represent a sufficiently realistic set of constraints while still being solvable to optimality with a
general purpose solver. Two different sets of experiments are presented. First,
it is shown that a static horizon approach runs the risk of generating unbalanced rosters regarding some so called counter constraints. A second set of
experiments points at the benefits of a stepping horizon approach with respect
to constraints of the so called series type. These two are general constraint
types used as clarifying examples supporting the need for a stepping horizon
approach. In both experimental setups, lower bounds are computed for rosters
spanning more than one time horizon. The stepping horizon approach yields
rosters that violate fewer constraints than those obtained in a static setting.
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1 Introduction
Nurse Rostering Problems (NRPs) are encountered in almost every hospital
around the world. Despite possible differences between countries due to contractual and operational regulations, the core problem is always the same:
assign a working shift or a day off to each nurse of a ward on each day of a
defined planning horizon (often one month) taking into account a set of constraints. The assignment problem’s objective function, assessing the quality
of generated rosters, is usually based on constraint violations. According to
[3], nurse rostering constraints can be divided into counters and series. The
counters denote all the constraints that can be evaluated by counting the appearance of certain assignments in a roster. The series constraints correspond
to restrictions on successive assignments, e.g. successive working weekends,
successive morning shifts, etc. The literature presents a large number of different approaches devoted to NRPs covering many aspects [8]. Some work has
focused on generic approaches providing a sufficient quality level over a class
of instances [3,6]. Very fast and accurate heuristics [1] and recently also hyperheuristics [2] have been developed. In addition, exact methods are available
[15], some of which exploit intrinsic peculiarities or specific knowledge about
the problem [10], while others combine a metaheuristic framework and a Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MIP) solver [9]. The winning approach of the
Nurse Rostering Competition (NRC) 2010 [22] is an excellent example of a
hybrid mathematical approach. [14] obtained very good results for the competition instances with an adaptive neighborhood search thereby borrowing
some ideas from SAT solvers.
We noticed, in the nurse rostering literature, that almost all the effort
was spent on solving problems with a single compounded time horizon rather
than on improving the perceived quality of rosters over a long period. It is
a natural approach in academia to consider a restricted time horizon within
which the information is complete. However, real hospital applications are
strongly influenced by the inertia of previous periods. The working history
has been modelled in [24], where a balance is made between the quality of
the nurses’ previous rosters and their preferences. [7, 12] model constraints
induced by the previous planning period. A few roster schemes stretching out
over more than one planning horizon are visualized in both papers. In addition,
some data considering future timeslots (e.g. requests for days off) may have an
impact on the attainable roster quality within the present planning horizon.
It appears that the rostering horizon is a crucial element to be considered when designing NRP approaches. Suppose that an optimal approach can
generate a solution in limited time. It is not unlikely that this solution suffers from an imbalance in workforce assignment. Workload balancing has only
rarely been identified as an objective of nurse rostering problems [19]. In case
the planning period is isolated, this workload imbalance will probably be repeated when addressing future planning periods. Such results obviously prevent automated nurse rostering approaches from being acceptable in practice.
A similar example is represented by the impact of shifts assigned at the end
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of the previous planning period w.r.t. the first days of the current planning
period. Constraints on consecutive assignments are strongly affected by the
presence of assignments in the period preceding the current one. Regardless
of the quality of the applied algorithm, approaches based on these restricted
models do not correspond to a hospital’s requirements. Nevertheless, they are
common in academic environments [5,11,23]. This consideration may, to some
extent, explain the gap between academic and applied approaches to nurse
rostering [13].
Some practical aspects should be included in an NRP model, whether
clearly stated or not, in order to generate a repeatedly applicable automatic
timetabling procedure. Considering simplified models for nurse rostering, and
in particular models with an isolated planning horizon, we demonstrate some
risks and show how they can be overcome without modifying the algorithm.

2 Stepping horizon
The present paper introduces the keyword stepping horizon, identifying the
class of problems with a static time horizon, yet subject to inertia from previous periods and characterized by data concerning future timeslots that will
be disclosed only as time proceeds. Stepping horizon approaches differ from
rolling horizon methods [20] in that they consider a fixed time horizon and
fixed data. Rolling horizon approaches are characterized by data uncertainty.
As soon as data become available (partial) rescheduling of the current solution
is performed thereby adapting the time horizon, if necessary, and the solutions
to the newly available information. The ideas of a static versus a rolling and
stepping horizon are depicted in Figures 1, 2 and 3.

Fig. 1 Static horizon approach example
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Fig. 1 presents the simple situation of a problem that is completely determined by the data corresponding to its planning horizon. The new data
available are the only information used to optimise the problem. It corresponds to most of the nurse rostering instances that are publicly available for
research purposes.

Fig. 2 Rolling horizon approach example

Fig. 2 shows that a new static problem, denoted by a rectangle, is delineated each time new information becomes available. The time horizons are
overlapping. Hence, subsets of the problem’s variables will take part in a number of consecutive instances to be solved. This situation is not likely to occur in
nurse rostering environments but it is very common for production scheduling
[20].
Fig. 3 denotes a different approach in which the information does not
change as rapidly as in rolling horizon situations. The problem presented by
a rectangle can be treated as a static problem. The approach should provide
some mechanisms for improving the computed solution if it appears no longer
valid due to data modifications. More importantly, the solution obtained for
the first planning horizon, corresponding to the leftmost rectangle, imposes
restrictions on the second one [7].
The problem addressed in this paper compares to Fig. 3 in that it will not
adapt the time horizon when new information becomes available. Rather, it
considers whichever information from the previous planning period in order
to generate a roster that violates as little constraints as possible. Obviously,
in case of any data disruption, e.g. an unexpected absence, the rostering algorithm should be called for sorting out the problem, without extending the
original rostering horizon. As a matter of fact, reducing the planning horizon is
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Fig. 3 Stepping horizon approach example

a more common way of dealing with disruptions [4]. Moz and Pato labelled the
requirement that computed rosters sometimes need a revision due to external
circumstances as the nurse rerostering problem. They modelled it as a multicommodity flow problem [17] while their later work focuses on evolutionary
approaches [18]. The same authors continued developing new algorithms to the
nurse rerostering problem, e.g. a bi-objective approach in [21]. Also Maenhout
and Vanhoucke [16] present a genetic approach for rerostering nurse schedules. All these recent nurse rerostering approaches would fit well in a stepping
horizon model.
In what follows, the importance of the stepping horizon approach is illustrated with some clear examples. The first set of experiments indicates the
danger of imbalanced solutions in the long term. This is illustrated by focusing
on a counter constraint and showing the potential long term effect of a small
imbalance in a static roster. While balancing constraints may not be explicitly
part of the problem, the results show that only limited effort is required for
considering a better workload balance. In the second set of experiments, we
point at the issue that series constraints can be evaluated consistently across
time horizon boundaries. The results of static rosters are misleading because
they appear to be better than the results of the stepping horizon approach,
whereas the long term effect is again not acceptable.

3 Problem description
The problem considered here is a classical Nurse Rostering Problem where a
working shift or a free day should be assigned to each nurse on each day of
the planning horizon according to several contractual and operational requirements. Please note that free days are modelled as a special shift and hence
shifts are of five kinds:
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Late
Day
Early
Night
(Off)

14:30 – 22:30
08:30 – 16:30
06:30 – 14:30
22:30 – 06:30
not explicitly requested but needed to model the problem.

The instances are based on a given number of nurses, i.e. 10 for the sprint
instances addressed in this paper. All the sprint instances have their planning
horizon set equal to 28 days, roughly referring to a period of one month.
A set of hard constraints must be satisfied, otherwise solutions would be
infeasible. The hard constraints include
– demand cover: all the shifts demanded on a day of the planning period
must be assigned to the exact number of nurses
– exactly one shift (working or free) must be assigned to each nurse on each
day.
The instances considered incorporate a large number of soft constraints
that, when violated, contribute to the objective function value by weighted
penalties. The problem’s objective function should be minimised. The soft
constraints of the problem belong to either the counter or the series category
[3]. A limited selection of the soft constraints is presented below.
Counters
– maximum and minimum number of shifts that can be assigned to nurses
– maximum and minimum number of free days
– day off or shift off requests
Series
– maximum and minimum number of consecutive working days
– unwanted patterns (such as a Night shift followed by an Early shift).
For the complete problem definition and a detailed description of the constraints, refer to [11]1 . The computational results and instance files are available at www.kuleuven-kulak.be/nrpcompetition.
The problem considered at the competition can be modelled as an Integer
Linear Problem. Indeed, with n nurses, m days in a planning horizon and s
different shifts, it is sufficient to introduce a set of 0/1 variables xi,j,k (i = 1..n,
j = 1..m, k = 1..s) indicating if nurse i is assigned to shift k on day j of
the roster horizon. Correspondingly, sets of integer variables represent the
different penalties that can be associated with soft constraint violations. As
an example two different constraints of the problem model are discussed in
detail. First, the constraint related to the maximum number of assignments is
an example of how other counter type constraints are modelled. Second, the
constraint determining the maximum number of allowed consecutive working
1

pdf
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days represents all other constraints of the series type. Let M axAssignments
be the maximum number of assignments for a nurse in the considered period
and P enaltyM Ai the integer (variable) penalty caused by the total number
of exceeding assignments over the horizon for a nurse i.
Let W be the set of working shifts and D the set of days in the considered
time horizon. Let lim be the limit on the number of consecutive working
days defined by the problem instance and let P enaltyM Wi,j be the binary
(variable) penalty caused by a working day on day j exceeding the limit for a
nurse i. This leads to the following inequalities:
D X
W
X
j

W X
lim
X
k

xi,j,k ≤ M axAssignments + P enaltyM Ai

∀i = 1, . . . , n

k

xi,j+t,k ≤ lim + P enaltyM Wi,j

∀i = 1, . . . , n,

j = 1, . . . , m − lim

t=0

The first constraint determines a maximum number of assigned working
shifts. When single time horizons are considered, constraints like the one described above can be tricky because nurses can have excess assignments over
successive planning periods. The second linear inequality conditions the maximum number of consecutive working days. A penalty proportional to the excess
value is issued whenever that value is exceeded. Clearly, these constraints will
not be violated at the beginning of a time horizon if no data about previous periods is considered, while with the stepping horizon approach past assignments
do have an effect on the current time horizon.
The objective function to be minimised eventually is the weighted sum
of penalties over the entire set of nurses and constraints. All instances have
been implemented with the XPRESS MOSEL modelling language. XPRESS
(v. 21.01.06) has been used to solve problem instances on an Intel Core2 Duo
CPU @ 2.13 GHz with 4 GB of RAM memory.
The experimental setup serves the purpose of indicating the potential drawbacks of static nurse rostering approaches, which are very common in the academic literature, compared to the stepping horizon approaches we advocate.
In order to provide a clear example of the presented issues, the ideas were
tested on a few instances from the Nurse Rostering Competition [11]. This
choice is motivated by the fact that 1) these instances have become benchmarks for nurse rostering research and 2) some of the instances are fairly easy
in that they are solvable, in less than 120 seconds, with a MIP solver. The
optimality of these instances can thus be certified by the solver and validated
by the evaluation algorithm provided by the competition organizers.
The stepping horizon idea is simulated by solving each instance and making sequences of the roster solutions obtained for one time horizon, here corresponding with 28 days, into a multi-period roster. In real hospital environments, the availability of the nurses and the personnel demand cannot be
considered constant over the entire period. Nevertheless, the results of these
simple experiments are convincing and support the stepping horizon approach.
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4 Numerical example
The present section provides numerical results of the stepping horizon approach, applied to nurse rostering instances. The basic idea is to test the
impact of both series and counters contraints on the solutions’ quality when
more than one time horizon is considered. This is simulated by considering preceding timeslots as key inputs to the current optimization problem. In other
terms, results of past optimisations are added trying to adhere more to real-life
applications.

4.1 Counter constraints, balanced workload
The focus of the first set of experiments is on workload balancing for which
evaluations of counter constraints provide sufficient information. Table 1 presents
results for the 10 sprint instances. The result obtained for one instance was
copied into a large roster 12 times the original time horizon’s size. The imbalance of working shifts between nurses is denoted by a very simple quality
indicator, namely the largest difference of the total number of assigned working
shifts, measured among all the nurses. Assume for example that the optimal
solution assigns k working shifts to nurse i and l working shifts to nurse j, then
the difference between these two nurses’ assignments equals |k − l|. Although
it is not always explicitly requested, we assume that a balanced number of
working shifts among nurses is desirable and contributes to a balanced overall
workload. Table 1 shows that the optimal solution for sprint01 is a roster in
which one or more nurses have 96 assignments over a year, while at least one
other nurse has 216 assignments. The term maximum imbalance is introduced.
It refers to the maximum difference between the work assignments of nurses
over a given period. We would like to underline that we are here considering
the total number of working shifts assigned to nurses, not yet taking into account the understandable preferences between the different shifts for nurses.
The maximum imbalance of a solution to the sprint01 instance is 10 shifts for
a monthly roster, which produces an imbalance of 120 shifts when replicating
the solution over 12 consecutive months.
In the second set of experiments, an additional hard constraint was added
to the problems so that the maximum imbalance between the working shifts
of any two nurses within one month is at most 3. This means that the
nurse with the heaviest workload has to work at most 3 shifts more than
the least active nurse, considering one rostering period. As a consequence,
the instances are no longer the same as the original ones. Nevertheless, the
solutions are evaluated with the same objective function. Alternatively, the
maximum imbalance constraint could have been modelled as a soft constraint.
Without understanding how the other constraints’ weights were set, it would
be hard to set an appropriate value to the new imbalance constraint’s weight.
The authors opted to avoid search space distortion by modelling the new
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INSTANCE
sprint01
sprint02
sprint03
sprint04
sprint05
sprint06
sprint07
sprint08
sprint09
sprint10

MIN
(working shift)
96
96
108
144
120
144
108
144
108
132

MAX
(working shift)
216
228
240
204
252
204
240
240
228
228

Objective
over one year
672
696
612
708
696
648
672
672
660
624

Maximum
imbalance
120
132
132
60
132
60
132
96
120
96

Table 1 Optimal solutions for the sprint instances (12 replicated monthly rosters) with
indications of workload imbalance.

constraint as hard. In future work, the impact of a soft versus a hard balance
constraint is an interesting subject to investigate.
Table 2 shows the computational results for the same instances. As was
expected, the imbalance is reduced considerably within one roster. The result obtained for sprint01 reveals that people assigned to the least number of
working shifts perform 13 shifts per 28 days, whereas the people working most
perform 16 shifts per 28 days. When replicated 12 times, the overall imbalance equals 36 which is much better than the imbalance of 120 resulting from
the experiments in Table 1. The introduction of the balance constraint has a
limited negative effect on the overall roster quality. The value of the yearly objective function increased from 672 to 744 for sprint01. From a computational
point of view, adding a hard constraint such as the one we have introduced,
makes these sprint instances more difficult to solve to optimality. However,
the computation time never exceeds 60 seconds.
INSTANCE
sprint01
sprint02
sprint03
sprint04
sprint05
sprint06
sprint07
sprint08
sprint09
sprint10

MIN
(working shift)
156
156
156
156
168
168
156
156
156
168

MAX
(working shift)
192
192
192
192
204
192
192
192
192
204

Objective
over one year
744
780
624
708
708
648
672
672
684
636

Maximum
imbalance
36
36
36
36
36
24
36
36
36
36

Table 2 Optimal solutions for the sprint instances subject to an additional constraint
restricting the maximum difference between people’s shift assignments to 3 working shifts
per month (12 replicated monthly rosters).

The experiments reported in Table 3 go beyond the previous ones in that
the balance constraint is much stricter. The overall results of this previous
set of experiments cannot be considered completely satisfactory. It is, in fact,
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clear that in the worst case a nurse can work 36 shifts more than the “luckiest”
one, which roughly corresponds to a difference of almost two full time months
of work. This is definitely unwanted. It seems not to be sufficient to introduce
a simple working imbalance constraint because the imbalance can still be very
large over a period of one year. The new constraint is formulated such that the
maximum shift assignment imbalance between personal rosters is 3 within a
roster horizon as well as over the entire period of 12 repetitive roster horizons.
Again, the results are obtained by solving the problem once for one roster
period and repeating it 12 times, which is computationally a small effort.
Considering the illustrative example of sprint01, it can be noticed that the
yearly shift assignment imbalance between people is at most 3, which is an
excellent result. The drawback is that the overall roster quality over a 12 month
period is 840, which is worse than the result of the experiments conducted
with a monthly imbalance constraint only. Clearly, other constraint violations
compensate for a better balance of the number of working shifts.
INSTANCE
sprint01
sprint02
sprint03
sprint04
sprint05
sprint06
sprint07
sprint08
sprint09
sprint10

MIN
(working shift)
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181

MAX
(working shift)
184
184
184
184
184
184
184
184
184
184

Objective
over one year
840
875
684
757
766
683
722
706
733
716

Maximum
imbalance
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 3 Optimal solutions subject to an additional constraint restricting the maximum
difference within a single roster horizon and over all 12 replicated roster horizons to be at
most 3 working shifts

4.2 Series constraints
Series constraint restrict the number of consecutive working days, free days,
working weekends, etc. Similar to the experiments reported in Section 4.1, solutions are obtained with the static problem definition of the NRC instances
as well as with the stepping horizon approach. The latter incorporates data
from previous and future roster horizons into the problem to be solved. Little
effort was spent on developing an efficient MIP model. Some of the constraints
incorporated in the competition’s instances were hard to model and to verify. The number of variables appears huge for problems considering multiple
planning horizons at once. It is definitely worth concentrating on improving
the model in future research. Given the straightforward MIP model from Section 3, instances of limited size can be loaded by the XPRESS solver. They
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correspond to period stretches of five months, which are all solvable within 10
seconds.
Preliminary experiments with the MIP solver generated a memory exception for planning horizons exceeding five months. We therefore restricted the
horizon to five consecutive periods, without losing generality. Table 4 reports
the results covering these five consecutive periods, from now on referred to as
months. Particularly, column 2 in the table shows objective values of solving
a planning period of five months as a whole. In other words, a planning period of five months has been considered instead of a single month with the
objective function calculated over the complete horizon. Column 3 shows the
results achieved in terms of objective function values, replicating five times
the optimal value of a single month. These solutions were generated without
taking into account constraints overlapping different months, such as the series
constraints. Therefore the overall objective value is worse than in the previous
case even for solutions that are optimal for a single month. The last column
provides the achievements when previous periods are considered fixed. These
solutions have been generated by optimally solving one month but considering
the inertia of past periods as follows. First a problem with a planning horizon
of one month is solved to optimality. Then the second month is again solved
to optimality but the time horizon considered is now two months, of which the
first one is represented by the solution achieved in the past step. In practice
a model considering two months is generated and the variables related to the
first one are fixed to the values obtained in the previous step. This procedure
is repeated up to five months each time considering all the previous months.
The depicted values reveal that the best would be to solve a large horizon in
one go. This is almost impossible because data are available only as timeslots
pass. Even if suboptimal, a more interesting procedure than solving only single time horizons, is the stepping horizon approach. A fairly good solution can
be generated when also considering constraints overlapping months. That is
obtained by solving single time horizons while basing the current solution on
what has happened in the previous periods. In the authors’ opinion this procedure should always be conducted when optimising nurse rostering instances.

INSTANCE
sprint01
sprint02
sprint03
sprint04
sprint05
sprint06
sprint07
sprint08
sprint09
sprint10

Obj. Fun.
one go
276
286
251
284
290
266
280
276
271
264

Month by month
Obj over 5 months
332
306
287
315
310
314
312
296
307
304

Table 4 Optimal solutions subject to series constraints

Stepping
horizon
287
297
262
292
297
272
287
280
281
271
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5 Conclusion and future work
Academic problems tend to concentrate on static instances representing an
isolated planning period. While a static approach is very common in nurse
rostering research, the present paper focused on drawbacks over a long term
work stretch. The idea of a stepping horizon was introduced in order to model
problems in such a way that they compare better to real practice in hospitals.
A stepping horizon incorporates characteristics from a static as well as from a
rolling horizon.
A set of simple experiments was set up so as to indicate the strength of
a stepping horizon approach. Instances have been taken from the first International Nurse Rostering Competition. The smallest sprint instances of that
competition were solvable to optimality with a straightforward MIP approach
and these optimal solutions allowed to make strong quality claims.
The experiments concentrated on two sets of roster qualities. Static horizons often proved to induce significant imbalance between individual nurses’
assignments. This set of experiments concentrated on counter type constraints.
The introduction of an additional balance constraint showed not to be sufficient to cope with the intrinsic imbalance of splitting a long term problem
into isolated small problems. The stepping horizon approach provides an alternative in that its long term effect on balanced workload is advantageous,
at the expense of potentially reducing the quality within the present planning
horizon.
Besides counter constraints, a second set of experiments demonstrated that
series constraints can also have a strong impact on the roster quality of subsequent rosters, when optimising static rosters only. In practical applications of
nurse rostering it is inevitable that series constraints will overlap the monthly
planning horizons. Hence, static horizon approaches are inadequate while a
stepping horizon approach offers a manner to cope with series constraints
across planning horizon borders.
Both sets of experiments produced somewhat poorer results within a single
time horizon, whereas the long term effect was significantly better.
The tests were conducted on the smallest NRC instances only for computational reasons. Exactly the same experiments can be translated to the larger
instances or to complex real experiments, for which dedicated algorithms are
more appropriate than MIP solvers. The positive effect of the stepping horizon approach is expected to be stronger in case of a large set of complex
constraints.
Future work will be dedicated to investigating the impact on other counter
constraints than the total number of assigned shifts. The implications of the
stepping horizon approach on the overall objective including all the counter
and series constraints will be investigated too. In addition, the design of appropriate objective functions will be investigated so that results of a stepping
horizon approach generate the best possible long term effect. These examinations will preferably be conducted using the mathematical solver, if the model
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can be improved sufficiently. Otherwise, heuristics for nurse rostering are a
reasonable alternative.
Another interesting aspect to be studied is the benchmark of the stepping
horizon approach compared to other ways of dealing with long term horizons,
such as shift rotation schedules.
Sets of real rostering problems with a given working history will be collected
to support future research.
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